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Meeting of The Far North Coast Chapter of Museums Australia
Brunswick Valley Historical Society hosted the Far North Coast Chapter meeting at the museum on Friday 2nd March.
Visitors from museums at Lismore, Yamba, Evans Head, Lawrence, Ballina, Alstonville, Tweed Regional, New Italy and
Rileys Hill Dock Trust attended the half yearly gathering. After the election of officers, very informative discussions were
held on topics ranging from ways that we can get Museums Australia to be more supportive and communicative, to how
to get councils on board to give more support to our museums.
Our latest DVD, Mullumbimby’s Magic – The Culture of the 70s-80s, was the next item on the agenda and Sharon
Shostak, the filmmaker, and Susan related the back story to the production of this documentary series. Sharon
explained how she plans, films and edits. The section of the documentary on home birthing was then shown to the
assembly which was very well received.
After a delicious lunch Adele Wessell, Southern Cross University, updated the Chapter on the History Education Network
and how her students could be used in our museums to help develop programs particularly to assist in High School
visitations.
Following Adele’s presentation each museum gave a report on what has happened during the last six months. Wow!
What a busy lot we are with so much achieved.
Many thanks to our volunteers for making our guests welcome and helping ensure the day ran efficiently.
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Dr Bill Boyd 3 from left, Chapter Secretary, Susan Tsicalas 4 from left, Marea Buist 8 from left Chapter Coordinator, Jane Gardiner
th
th
5 from right Chapter President, Adele Wessell, guest speaker 4 from right, our President, Stephen Hall 3rd from right and Sharon
Shostak far right. Photograph courtesy Ken Robertson
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The Big Scrub
The Big Scrub, a 75,000ha pocket of sub-tropical rainforest surrounded by the ubiquitous gum trees, was an aberration
in the Australian landscape. It sat on a tableland bordered by eucalypt plains to the west of Lismore, combined eucalypt
and ti-treed coastal plains between Ballina and Brunswick, the flood plains to the south of Ballina and the hilly forest
country to the north of the Brunswick. Its rich resources had been plundered by the timber-getters since 1842 and
wasted by selectors from the 1870s, such that by 1900 99% of it was gone.
So says a new book hot off the press: The Big Scrub
Rainforest; A Journey Through Time, edited by
Shannon Baunach-Greenfields and published 2017 by
Rous Water and Big Scrub Landcare. While selection
and clearing had started around what became
Alstonville in 1868, a reminder in the 13Apr1872
edition of the Australian Town and Country Journal of
the eligibility of the Big Scrub, Richmond River, as sites
for selected homesteads, was the first public
notification that the name ‘Big Scrub’ had been
bestowed on the place (superseding ‘Big Brush’ and
‘Big Cedar Brush’). Widjabul descendant Roy C.
Gordon says his ancestors called the area Gabul,
while historians Norman C. Keats and John G. Steele
say ‘Moorbeh’ and ‘Woorbeh’ respectively, at odds
with linguist Margaret Sharpe who records no such
words and simply uses the general rainforest term
‘gabal’. But her UNE colleague, folklorist John S. Ryan,
goes with Jubberah (‘a big scrub’), Yabbra (‘name of
big scrub’) and Woorbai (‘place of scrub’).
In her book “Bundjalung Jugun” Jennifer Hoff
describes the near impenetrability of the place,
quoting Robert Dawson’s experience in 1858 when he
and Augustus Leycester rode along a path from
Lismore to the Tweed: …for the whole way the shade
The ‘Big Scrub’ showing small scattered rainforest remnants as at
was so dense that the sun could not penetrate….
2005 (dotted in green).
Those occasional small patches known as ‘grasses’
(Courtesy https://www.rainforestrescue.org.au )
within the Big Scrub were curious and difficult to
account for… but didn’t extend for any distance after level ground was reached. There they suddenly ended, cut off short,
and in a couple of strides one stepped from dense shade into open sunlight.
On 27Mar1877 the ‘Grafton Observer’ asserted that It is nearly ten years since we first published the existence of this rich
land, as reported to us by Mr W. Drury, of Casino, who was the first to bring it under public notice. Since that time, large
quantities of the land have been taken up by free selectors…. The Observer was commenting on the expedition of
Alexander Ross, of Palmers Island, to the Richmond and Brunswick Rivers, giving a detailed account of the Big Scrub, an
immense area of rich mountain brush land, consisting of about 800,000 acres of the richest agricultural land in New
South Wales…. After a tour of the Brunswick his party struck off for Lismore (from ‘Byron Head’) through forty miles of
dense scrub, at midday we lost two hours, having entered a wrong track by which we came back to where we had passed
before. However, we got to Lismore about 9 p.m., after about 15 hours in the saddle without anything to eat....
It was still tricky navigation by 16Feb1878 when the Northern Star’s ‘Special Correspondent’ cantering over the flat coast
lands that separate Ballina from the Big Scrub… found upon entering that the vegetation is dense, and turning into a
bye-track made by settlers, we were soon deep in the recesses of the primeval forest, which the sun and air can scarcely
penetrate, and where the paths have had to be cut with the axe through creepers which cover the ground, coil round
every stem, glide from tree to tree, and entwine branches in a huge network of limbs and vegetation, amidst which, even
in the hottest day, the air is cool and moist, and, save the drip of some falling water, or the noise of a parrot, all is silent
as the grave…. On we go, through miles of this country, winding in and out, in Indian file, along a narrow beaten track…
as the prickly creepers and shrubs at times bring one to a halt…. And it’s a relief… to emerge into a clearing….
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By this time the Clarence invasion of the Richmond was well underway, a Wardell correspondent telling the Clarence and
Richmond Examiner on 4May1878 that Every week we see strange faces and hear of sales of farms and new selections
being taken up – the big scrub or mountain land at the back, lying between the Richmond and the Tweed, being rushed
by selectors, as much as 2000 acres having been taken up in one day. Sydney speculators are turning their attention to
this district in earnest…. (In May1878 the opening of the Presbyterian Church at Alstonville managed to draw 200
attendees out of the scrub.)
On the 24Aug1878 the Northern Star’s wandering correspondent
gave an update on the Lismore-Ballina route. The houses on the
22 miles of road between Lismore and Ballina could almost be
counted on the fingers of one hand…, and the road could do with
some improvements. At a swampy place known as Meorum
Creek, where the trees exclude all sunshine… the horses
resolutely refused to face… a patch of mud. Finding that they
would not essay it, we had no recourse but to lead them through
the scrub, where we got jammed between prostrate trees,
stinging creepers, a gully, and other small matters, whereon we
registered a vow to burn incense on the altar of any of our
governmental gentlemen who would do the correct thing, and
make the road passable…. After passing the store and selection
belonging to Mr J. Perry, the road becomes again enjoyable….
(‘Honest John’ Perry, first postmaster at ‘Duck Creek Mountain’
in Jan1872, bestowed the name Alstonville on the place,
formally endorsed wef 1Jan1873. He was MLA for Byron 1913-20
during his long political career 1889-1922).
The Sydney Mail of 17Jul1880 said The “big scrub” country
situated between the Richmond and the Tweed Rivers and
comprising a distance of nearly 50 miles in length, is… filled with
rich resources. The undulating ridges which largely diversify the
‘The Big Fig’, Victoria Park, near Marom Creek, 1935.
“big scrub” are profusely covered with a dense undergrowth
(Courtesy http://www.bangalowlandcare.org.au/ )
vegetation… and many varieties of canes, twining plants,
creepers and climbers..., thus impeding locomotion, which even with the aid of a brush hook is exceedingly slow and
tedious…. The extent of the “big scrub” is estimated at about 450,000 acres…, and of this area some 50,000 acres are
occupied by selection…. The only grass seen, and that of a very scant order, is found in the forest country. With regard to
the forest timber, principally of the Eucalyptus variety, it is found on the edges of the scrub and in patches particularly
along the eastern and southern borders, while the scrub land is studded with beech, teak, and pine timbers.…
Settlement in the “big scrub” has centred chiefly towards the main road from Lismore to Ballina and about 11 miles from
either places.... At Alstonville the “big scrub” fairly commences, and, owing to the grouping together of farms the land is
tolerably well cleared. Patches, however, of original scrub are noticed at intervals, thus showing that clearing land must
have been an expensive item.... From ten to fifteen years ago the “big scrub” was first selected, principally by working
men from the Illawarra district, and in selections ranging from 40 to 320 acres.… I was informed on good authority that
the vegetation when “scrubbed out” is calculated to go 600 tons of dead weight to the acre….
Most of the remaining portion of the ‘Big Scrub’ and surrounds was thrown open for selection in 1881, starting another
great land rush by selectors, speculators and those dummying for Sydney syndicates. There were great expectations,
centred around railways, harbours and vast sugar cane fields and mills. A Clarence reporter arrived to see what all the
fuss was about, recording his observations in the Northern Star of 9Jul1881: From Woodburn We commenced our
journey to Ballina by way of the “big scrub”… and it was only occasionally we could get a glimpse of the blue sky, while
on all sides were gigantic trees; the ground is strewn with round surface stone…, and added that The navigation of the
Brunswick is very limited, for at low tide a man can ride across anywhere without damping his toes….
A Town and Country journalist said on 27Aug1881 that The scrub is very dense, and from the height of the timber and
plenitude of foliage, light is almost excluded. An opening in the scrub when the sun is shining, dazzles one for a few
minutes – for this reason it is advisable not to attempt to investigate it without compass, and a sharp lookout has to be
kept to steer clear of “lawyer cane” and stinging nettle….
That intrepid adventurer updated on 19Nov1881, saying As the name (‘Big Scrub’) implies, it is a large tract of heavily
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timbered country, so heavily, indeed, that, until cleared, it is in most places altogether impenetrable, in fact, as Paddy
would say, you could not get on at all without “axing yer way” every step. Starting about three miles from the coast, it
extends almost from the Richmond to the Tweed, with an average depth of 15 miles going west…. Its three natural
outlets are at Ballina, Wardell, and Lismore….
On 3Dec1881 he said that In spite of that great rush for land in the Big Scrub, there are still 60,000 to 70,000 acres of
really good country to be taken up…. And by 10Jun1882 that Throughout the whole of the Big Scrub there is unwonted
activity; scrub is coming down in every direction, clearing is being done and improvements erected. Selectors are taking
up large areas every week; indeed, so fast is land being taken that the surveyors cannot half keep pace with the tide in
immigration that has set in to this place…. On 30Dec1882 the Alstonville correspondent for the Northern Star said The
Big Scrub, once formidable, is now almost swept away….
The Town and Country journalist summarised on 6Sep1884 that A ride through the Big Scrub between the Richmond and
the Brunswick is full of interest. Seven years ago there were but a few isolated beginners at settling in the almost
unbroken wilderness, but during this last three years there has been a constant and increasing stream of home seekers,
and one may ride twenty-five miles through continuous scrub, broken ever and anon by the labours of the thrifty
bachelor preparing a home for his coming bride…. Large and small areas of scrub are falling in all directions, and on a
day’s ride you are but seldom long out of the sound of the axe….
The SMH then sent a journalist to sniff around the Brunswick, commenting on 14Nov1884 that The coast land… is a
barren waste of ti-tree scrub, swamps, and sand hillocks. On the south arm there is not any great quantity of good land
till some distance beyond navigation, when a fine area of country is reached ascending the range toward the Richmond
tableland.... Climbing to Coorabell
via Tyagarah and Possum Shoot
We soon after entered an outlying
portion of the Richmond big scrub.
A large area of that which we
passed through was in its
primitive state, but here and there
we came upon a clearing…. The
vegetation became so thick that it
was almost impossible to force a
way through it. The “lawyers”
were set like so many fishing lines
to catch the unwary traveller, and
at every yard the stinging tree
spread out its broad leaves….
The Sydney Mail journalist
updated on 20Jun1885, informing
his fans that The Big Scrub…
extends from the northern bank of
the Richmond to the Brunswick
River, its probable area being
about 30 miles square…, and with
the exception of a few reserves
nearly the whole of the country is
in the hands of selectors…. Ditto
said a Byronian writer to the Mail
2mths later: From every peak and
ravine, from every slope, from the
wide-spreading and fertile alluvial
Distribution of ‘Grasses’ in and around the Big Scrub.
flats of the Brunswick River, with
(Courtesy Dr Brett J. Stubbs via his paper on the ‘Grasses’ published in Australian
its hundreds of tiny tributaries,
Geographer 2001)
from the far recesses of the Big
Scrub, and from the tablelands and rich undulating land near the bay, rise hundreds of columns of smoke, bearing
testimony of habitation, and that clearing and burning off are going on; for almost the whole of this country has been
selected….
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Like most newspapers, the Sydney Mail eventually published journalist misgivings, one saying on 7Jan1903 that The
sight of wholesale destruction of lovely timber quite jarred on my nerves, but I was soon informed that the land was
required for dairying purposes…. It is quite certain that in less than a half century there will be scarcely a sign that this
noble and majestic Richmond River big scrub ever existed….
Last word to John Macgregor, the main culprit in introducing the cow to the Brunswick. In reminiscing to the
Mullumbimby Star on 17Sep1925, he said Not much more than 40 years ago one could travel from the banks of the
Richmond river to the Tweed and on to the Queensland border through the deep-shaded and narrow tracks of the early
cedar-getters and scarcely get more than an occasional glimpse of the sun even on the clearest day....
Such dark and impenetrable country is unlikely to have been called home by anybody other than bunyips. And any
aboriginal group attempting to colonise the place would have evolved a culture very different to that of its Bundjalung
neighbours. But notwithstanding a one-off reference to the mysterious ‘Burah Tribe’ living somewhere along Wilsons
Creek (Tweed Herald of 4Apr1907), there appears no evidence of long-term habitation, so it’s safe to go with Wikipedia
and assume the ‘Big Scrub’ was mainly a camping corridor, viz Traditionally the Bundjalung (particularly those that spoke
the Widgjabal language of the Bundjalung nation) traversed it via walking trails, and maintained a few grassed clearings
for camping and hunting within the rainforest…. Nevertheless, the Widjabul/Wiyabal People reject any notion of ‘No
Man’s Land’ and currently have a claim over most of the portion within Byron Shire.

Bundjalung Dialect Areas ‘as envisaged by N.C. Keats’.
(Note that other authorities have other ideas.)
(Courtesy Keats’ book ‘Wollumbin’, published 1988)
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Rainforest Warriors Monument Project
Serendipitously, Trevor Reece, the coordinator of the project visited the museum
on Friday to show us the prepared display that is to be shown at The Channon
and Mullumbimby Community Markets to inform, educate and encourage people
to become involved in the project.
The members of the visiting museums were very interested in this project as it
has Australian significance and advised of items in their collections that could be
relevant to the project.

HIPPIE SCREENINGS CATCH-UP!
Owing to the weather and some local flooding the
screenings of our documentaries planned for 24th
February were postponed. The occasion has been
rescheduled to Friday 16th March, same time, same
place! See you at the Drill Hall 5.00 for Madness and
7.30 for Magic part 1!

ALL DRESSED UP
Volunteers assist in preparing the display of a ball
gown which was kindly donated by Dorothy Johnstone.
The gown was made by dressmaker, Molly Reading, of
Bangalow.
Dorothy’s sister won two “Matron of the Ball” prizes at
Newrybar and Coorabell during the 1970s. Dorothy
also had the pleasure of wearing the gown.

SPECIAL MENTION
Two of our volunteers, Mitsou and Ken, have been beavering away creating a
new DVD of local photos. It is a great effort! The DVD is available at the
museum and Devine’s Quality Meats for $20 each. Thanks to Vince for providing
an outlet for us and huge thanks to Mitsou and Ken. Well done!

2018 Membership Subscription is due now.
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All members are invited
to contribute to this
newsletter
*Please leave material with Sarah
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Wed Thur 10 am - 2 pm.
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BRUNSWICK VALLEY HISTORICAL SOCIETY INC.

MUSEUM
RENEWAL OF MEMBERSHIP 2018
Membership Fees
Adults $15
Concession $10
Students $5
Printed mailed copy of
newsletter $5 p.a.

Payment Options
Cheque/postal order payable Direct deposit
Brunswick Valley Historical
Bank: Westpac
Society Inc
BSB:032 583
PO Box 378
A/c No: 201192
Mullumbimby 2482
Reference: Your name

Name ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Address: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Email ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Phone No………………………………………Mobile: ……………………………………………………
I wish to receive the newsletter by: email / post / pick up at museum

NEXT MEETING
Thursday 5 April 2018
2.00pm
See you there!
*Deadline for agenda items
Wednesday 4 April 2018
MUSEUM HOURS
Tuesdays & Fridays
10am - 12pm
Market Saturdays 9am - 1pm
BVHS Newsletter is produced
by NORTEC Work Experience
Participants and BVHS Inc.
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